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CITIZENS’ EMPOWERMENT 
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SOCIAL MONITORING

Purpose of the monitoring

•Monitor and evaluate the impact of the renovations on the inhabitants in 

Amsterdam and Grenoble

•Create an insight in the economic investments of deep renovations

•Establish why people are interested in deep renovations

•Generate recommendations for the upscaling of deep renovations
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MONITORING PROCESS AMSTERDAM

Participation

• Challenges with allocating EU funding

• Diverse renovations and diverse group of participants

• Development and distribution of the questionnaire

• Energy talks
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MONITORING PROCESS AMSTERDAM

Challenges with allocating EU funding
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MONITORING PROCESS AMSTERDAM

Diverse renovations and diverse group of participants

• Diverse renovations
oInsulation

oSolar panels

oHR++(+) glazing

• Diverse group of participants:
oPrivate homeowners

oSocial housing tenants
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MONITORING PROCESS AMSTERDAM

Development and distribution of the questionnaire

• Development of the questionnaire
oDemographics: Who are you?

oNeighbourhood variables: What 

do you think of your neighbourhood?

oPsychological variables: Why did 

you renovate?

oEvaluation of the renovations and 

the renovation process

• Distribution of the questionnaire
oOnline platform

oQ1: Before the renovation

oQ2: Right after the renovation

oQ3: Further after the renovation
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MONITORING PROCESS AMSTERDAM

Energy talks

• 2 energy talks: 1 with private homeowners and 1 with social housing tenants

• Deep conversation on personal motivations to participate

• Communication and project benefits

• Learnings and recommendations
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MONITORING PROCESS GRENOBLE

Locations of renovations

•Large variety between the social 

context in the various districts

•However, renovations only took 

place in social housing

•Locations
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MONITORING PROCESS GRENOBLE

Participation

•Involving and reaching citizens

•Discussion with professionals

•Process of surveying
oAdaption of surveying
oMethodology of surveying

•What happened in Grenoble to involve citizens
oEnergy talks
oSchool energy challenge
oCo-owners
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MONITORING PROCESS GRENOBLE

Data collection process 
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MONITORING PROCESS GRENOBLE

Timeline of the renovation works
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MONITORING PROCESS GRENOBLE

Energy talks

•Organised at various locations and carried out with the support of ALEC

•Executed according to the ‘meta-plan’

•Topics:
oEnvironmental perceptions
oFeedback about the renovation process
oDIY projects 
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RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Conclusions from the questionnaire

•Overall, people are satisfied with the end results of the renovations

•Satisfaction is linked to the ability to ‘actively participate’ in the renovation 

process.

•Difference between private homeowners and social housing tenants
oMotivation to participate 
oExperiences during and after the renovations
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RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Motivation, expectations and experiences

•Improving 

comfort, being less 

polluting and being 

eco-friendly are 

prominent motivations.

•Improved comfort, 

lowered energy bill, 

and being eco-

friendly most reported 

benefits

•Largest gap between 

expectations and 

benefits in economic 

motives.
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RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Motivation, expectations and experiences

•Motivations in Amsterdam
oPrivate homeowners: motivated by economic benefits, increased living comfort, and a desire 
to be more sustainable
oSocial housing tenants: motivated by economic benefits

•Expectations in Grenoble:
oBoth economic and ecological motives

•Experiences in Amsterdam:
oLowered energy bill
oIncreased comfort

•Experiences in Grenoble:
oEconomic benefits
o"I now realize how uncomfortable my place was before."
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RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Motivation, expectations and experiences

•Overall, private 

homeowners are more 

satisfied with the 

renovations than 

renters.

•Insulation, solar 

panels, and HR++(+) 

glazing best rated 

renovations.

•Solar heat collectors 

and heat exchanger 

popular measures 

from private 

homeowners
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RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Conclusions from the questionnaire 

•Popular measures in Amsterdam 

•Popular measures in Grenoble
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RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Energy talks Amsterdam

•Amsterdam organised 2 energy talks 
oPrivate homeowners: 

•Generally satisfied with the City-zen process 

•Intrinsically motivated to be more sustainable 

•Barriers to upscaling of deep renovations

•Motivated to organise own follow-up events 

oSocial housing tenants: 
•Participants were extremely engaged with the City-zen process

•Financial and knowledge barriers to showcase more sustainable behaviour 

•Do not feel heard, not just during the City-zen process, but in general
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RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Financial results

•Private homeowners report that economic benefits are a key motivator to 

renovate

•However, pay back times in Amsterdam are long, especially without subsidies

•Increase value of homes? 

Energy related 
investment costs 

(€/m2) Subsidy (€/m2)
Savings 

(€/m2/year)
Pay back time without 

subsidy (years)
Pay back time with 

subsidy (years)

All electric homes 111,82 50 6,45 17,3 9,6

Hybrid homes 158,32 50 3,85 41,1 28,1
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RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Business as usual Amsterdam– attitudes

•Large variation in attitudes for some questions

•However, no overall difference between City-zen participants and business 

as usual group
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RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Business as usual Amsterdam – behavioural aspects 

•Both groups experience a similar level of difficulty to do something 

environmentally friendly

•City-zen participants report that they showcase more sustainable friendly 

behaviour than other people

•However, differences between reported behaviour are minimal
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RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Energy talks in Grenoble

•Grenoble organised 4 focus groups
oMost participants were female 
oMost participants did not live in renovated homes
oVarious barriers to showcasing more sustainable behaviour
oMotivated to participate in more sustainability related events
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LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Developing and delivering a questionnaire

Issue: many respondents found the questionnaire too long and too difficult, 

response rate was low for social housing tenants

Obtaining many responses from participants is more important than sending out a 

scientifically accurate questionnaire
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LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Issue: social engagement

Issue: Social housing tenants were not aware of the renovations. They were less 

satisfied with the results of the renovations 

Social housing tenants need to have an active voice in the renovation process
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LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Economic advantages

Issue: Home owners report that subsidy was a requirement in order for the 

renovations to become affordable. However, it appears that subsidy is only 

accessible or interesting for higher income brackets. 

Governments need to start actively looking for ways to make renovation subsidies 

accessible and attractive for lower income brackets
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LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Issue: behavioural changes

Issue: sustainable behaviour is difficult; it is either expensive or inhabitants are 

unaware of how the new equipment works

Future renovation projects need to have an increased focus on positively affecting 

inhabitants behaviour 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS


